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eXperts, polemiCists, doCtors, and debunkers  
a tYpologY oF CelebritY eConomists

tatiana bajuk senČar

The author elaborates a typology of celebrity economists in 
order to examine the nature and role of this particular group 
of celebrities that operates at the national and international 
levels. The author presents examples for each category of 
celebrity economist, for which she analyzes their professional 
biographies and their spheres of operation and the ways 
that they operate as public figures in order to map out the 
diverse social roles of celebrity economists and the roots of 
their celebrity status.
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Avtorica predstavi tipologijo slavnih ekonomistov in anali-
zira značilnosti ter vloge te specifične skupine slavnih oseb, 
ki delujejo na nacionalni in mednarodni ravni. V vsaki 
kategoriji obravnava izbrane slavne ekonomiste, analizira 
njihove poklicne poti, kontekste, v katerih delujejo, in načine 
njihovega delovanja. Razišče tudi različne družbene vloge 
teh oseb in izvor njihovega zvezdniškega statusa.
ključne besede: slavni ekonomisti, tipologija, produkcija 
zvezdništva, Paul Krugman, Jeffrey Sachs, Janis Varufakis

studies of heroes and celebrities and their role in the slovene public sphere have focused 
on a broad range of social actors across numerous periods: from the period of slovenia’s 
nation-building process (jezernik 2013; Fikfak 2014) to figures from slovenia’s socialist 
era (hudales 2013; dežman 2013) through to the present day (komel 2014). researchers 
have focused as well as heroic figures in contemporary literature and music (mursič 2013; 
zupan sosič 2013) and have also focused on the overlaps and distinctions between heroes 
and celebrities (podjed 2012; pletenac 2014; turkoz 2014). the following study expands 
this discussion by focusing on one particular kind of celebrity that one can find across 
cultures and societies in the world today: celebrity economists. as bearers and practitioners 
of a privileged form of knowledge, economists are accorded a relatively high amount of 
prestige. indicators of the value attributed to the economic sphere are numerous and varied, 
from the ways that economic discourse and concepts have infiltrated everyday speech to 
a prevalent belief in the economic sphere as a driver of social change. its importance is 
also evident in the far-reaching consequences of problems that develop in the economic 
sphere. economics is not a theoretical discipline that is developed solely within the confines 
of the ivory towers of the academy; its practitioners play significant roles in government 
bodies and institutions active in the daily operation of markets at all levels. it is thus not 
surprising that economists have attained renown in the public sphere that transcend the 
boundaries of their discipline.

however, it is not possible to paint all economists with the same brush. there are 
numerous accomplished and distinguished economists worldwide, and the basis of their 
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public recognition can vary – be it their extraordinary university careers, their contribu-
tions as researchers to the discipline, as policymakers or as practitioners on the ground. in 
addition, some of the most powerful economists are those that operate behind the scenes, 
either in government cabinets or in multilateral institutions; yet, the high-profile nature 
of such institutions is not linked to the individuals that work in them. 

there are also economists known as celebrity economists, individuals with the status 
of celebrities, virtually household names in the public sphere. in this paper, i present my 
research on celebrity economists as a social category across contemporary societies in order to 
examine the range of practices and public presence linked to celebrity economists in diverse 
contexts. What do celebrity economists working in different societies have in common, 
what sorts of social actors become celebrity economists, what elements constitute the social 
formation of celebrity economists? Finally, what sort of celebrity is the celebrity economist? 

While most of the economists that are examined in the following pages operate primarily 
in Western countries (i.e., united states and europe), the following description of an article 
in an influential economics weekly points to the global prevalence of celebrity economists 
and their identification in the public sphere as celebrities. The Economist published a short 
article on celebrity economists in argentina, describing the extraordinary high-profile 
status of economists, citing the surprising popularity of economists in comparison to that 
of actors and rock stars using the number of twitter followers as a measure of celebrity. 
recently deceased economist tomas bulát, who was a bestselling author and host of his 
own weekly television show on economists boasted over 179,000 followers. ricardo darín, 
one of argentina’s most famous actors, has only 41,000 followers while andrés Calamaro, 
a well-known rock star, has only 34,000. however, martín redrado, a former head of the 
central bank who early on in his career once worked with jeffrey sachs and who now has 
his own consulting firm, has 145,000 followers. martín lousteau, 45-year old former eco-
nomics minister, congressman and current ambassador of argentina to the united states, 
is also a tabloid celebrity with 240,000 followers on twitter, who is frequently hounded for 
autographs. a few years ago, he married Carla peterson, one of argentina’s top actresses, 
which also resulted in increasing his status as a national celebrity.1 

The Economist in its presentation of argentina‘s special breed of celebrity economist 
cites economics professor victoria giarrizzo of the university of buenos aires to explain 
their extraordinary popularity: “the argentine economy is like a sickness. people have 
to stay constantly informed to manage their personal finances. as bearers of answers in 
times of chaos, economists have amassed a unique amount of power... having economists 
appearing frequently on television and in the newspapers is not a good sign. that means 
things aren’t going so well”2.

1 Celebrity economists: the sages of the pampas. The Economist. 29 november 2014. http://www.econo-
mist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21635016-tango-fame-argentine-economists-tinged-sadness-sages.

2 see footnote 1.
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While there is more than a kernel of truth to this theory, i would argue that it is not 
that simple. the economists mentioned in this article are very different – one is a popular 
author and tv host, another is a well-known consultant, and yet another is a politician. 
the roots of their popularity and authority vary, as do the roles that they play as economists 
and as public figures. just as the category of economist is not itself a monolithic category, 
neither is that of celebrity economist. in this article, i present a range of profiles of celebrity 
economist in order to examine the social category of celebrity economist in more detail. i 
focus on one person for each profile that i identify, and in mapping out their career histo-
ries, i will analyze the roots of their recognition as economists, their realms of operation, 
and their role in the public sphere. 

in approaching celebrity economists as a social category i wish to place some analytical 
distance between economists‘ role as celebrities and the socially powerful views that econo-
mists ascribe to and disseminate in the function of social explanation. it is important to note 
that the reason that The Economist offers in light of the economists‘ massive popularity in 
argentina - greater than that of „regular“ celebrities such as actresses or rock stars – comes 
in the form of an economic explanation offered by an economics expert, an economics pro-
fessor. the social popularity of economists is linked to the state of argentina‘s economy: 

Figure 1: photograph of martín lousteau accosted by photographers as he arrives at a neighbor-
hood meeting sponsored by argentina’s broad Front unen coalition. author: ginés90. this pho-
tograph is licensed under the Creative Commons attribution-share alike 4.0 international license.
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as the state of the economy gets worse, the popularity of economists rises as those with 
the expert knowledge presumably capable of getting a crisis situation back under control 
or disseminating expert advice to a broader public. the fact that this view is propagated 
as a valid explanation is evidence of the social power of economic discourse as well as this 
discourse‘s self-referentiality, which links economists‘ popularity to economics as a form 
of specialized knowledge.

While the distinctiveness of celebrity economists as a breed of present-day celebrities 
is based in large part on their role as experts, an explanation for the rise and popularity 
of celebrity economists such as the one cited above does not take into account the social 
dimension of celebrity nor the range of practices and processes through celebrity identi-
ties are formed and maintained. in this article, i look to existing analyses within celebrity 
studies to identify the questions and issues that structure the categorization of existing 
celebrity economists.

the existing lines of inquiry that compile the interdisciplinary field of celebrity studies 
have made great strides in understanding the place of celebrities and of celebrity making in 
social life. in particular, researchers have helped map out the contours and the distinctive 
nature of celebrity as a category and social role both in the past and the present. researchers 
such as Fred inglis (2000), have contributed to mapping out the shift in the criteria that 
shape what he termed „the business of renown and celebrity“ (inglis 2000: 3) over the last 
two centuries, with renown once attributed to accomplished men (primarily) in prominent 
roles or offices. inglis links the development of celebrity to a shift in these criteria and the 
development of the urban spectacle in the form of urban leisure spaces – be they theaters, 
concert halls, pleasure gardens, coffee houses, or wide city boulevards. men and women of 
renown were no longer identified by their accomplishments or their privileged positions but 
by their visibility in social life that played out in such spaces.3 developments of this kind 
led to the rise of celebrities as persons who, to paraphrase daniel boorstin, are known for 
being famous (boorstin 1992).

analysts whose work falls within the boundary of celebrity studies have focused on 
various issues in addition to the history of celebrity, including the nature of stars or celebrities 
(dwyer 1979, 1986; rojek 2001); the significance of celebrities in contemporary culture 
(Couldry 2009); the consumption of celebrity (gamson 1994; hill 2007); the study of 
different kinds of celebrity (andrews and jackson 2001; Whannel 2001); and the broader 
role of celebrities in social life (brockington 2014; kellner 2010). many researchers work-
ing in celebrity studies thus agree that the reasons for being accorded celebrity status do 
not reside in an individual’s accomplishments (holmes and redmond 2010) but in the 
way said individual is represented in the public sphere. the fact that there no longer is a 
direct link between traditional accomplishments and renown has resulted in celebrity being 

3 see holmes (2008), murray (2005), and ponce de leon (2002) for more work on the history of 
celebrity. 
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cast in a less favorable light, with analysts debating the differences between various shades 
of renown – including fame, celebrity and notoriety, to name a few – and the criteria or 
conditions needed to achieve these different social statuses (epstein 2005). 

the celebrity studies mentioned above have helped me shape the questions that have 
framed my approach to the study of celebrity economists as celebrities. in addition, my 
research is also inspired by those analysts who have focused on the production of celebrity 
or celebritization (including driessens 2013; kotler, rein and stoller 1997; turner et al. 
2000) and on identifying and analyzing the actors, institutions and processes that help 
produce and maintain celebrities. the question of the production of celebrity economists 
- including their identification, their formation, and their operation – involves determin-
ing the different criteria that distinguish celebrity economists from other economists, the 
processes and actors involved in their cultivation as a particular brand of public figure, 
and the diverse public spheres in which they operate as the role of celebrity economist. For 
example, what distinguishes a celebrity economist from, for example, an economist who 
is an academic celebrity? regardless of their field, academics invariably draw a distinction 
between those academics who have distinguished themselves, who are good at their field, 
and those who have attained the status of academic celebrities. the criteria, the points nec-
essary to attain one status vis-à-vis the other, may overlap to some degree but also diverse 
in significant ways. attaining the status of academic celebrity may be viewed in certain 
academic circles as relatively suspect, as becoming an academic celebrity does not neces-
sarily celebrate “true” academic achievement as defined within individual fields of knowl-
edge but instead is based on gaining the proper amount of attention from relevant sources 
and in relevant media. as epstein argues: “pure scholarship, sheer power of intelligence 
glowing brightly in the classroom, is distinctly not what makes an academic celebrity or, 
if you prefer, superstar. What makes an academic celebrity, for the most part, is exposure, 
which is ultimately publicity” (epstein 2005: 16). however, the fact that the distinction 
between achievement and celebrity in the academic world may be strongly marked and 
framed in terms of publicity does not take away from the fact that both sets of criteria are 
socially defined. does academic achievement really reflect “pure” scholarship, as epstein 
depicts above? academics across all fields would admit to the existence of a gradation of 
criteria according to which academic achievement is also assessed (publishing in the proper 
journals, attaining the proper sort of funding, going to the proper conferences, etc.). in 
the following set of profiles i identify the features that distinguish different categories of 
celebrity economists by paying close attention to the factors that facilitate their production 
and operation. What are the factors that characterize celebrity economists?
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pioneer CelebritY eConomist: irving Fisher

one of the first persons to be identified as a celebrity economist was irving Fisher, an 
american economist, statistician, inventor, and progressive social campaigner. economist 
joseph schumpeter described him as „the greatest economist the united states has ever 
produced“ (schumpeter 1951: 223). Fisher was also one of the first american economists: 
he attended Yale College, where was the first person to receive a ph.d. in economics from 
Yale in 1891. after spending some time in berlin and paris – where at that time econom-
ics was a more developed discipline – Fisher returned to Yale, where he built his academic 
career. as one of the first economics professors in the us, Fisher was also a central figure 
in the field of economics and its early development in the us. he became president of 
the american economic Foundation in 1918, was an early proponent of econometrics. 
he founded the econometrics society together with ragnar Frisch and Charles roos and 
was later also the society’s first president (tobin 2005: 19). Fisher also contributed to the 
development of the discipline by authoring numerous books and articles. however, it is 
not only his being a prolific writer that distinguished him among his peers, but also his 
writing style, as is apparent from the following excerpt: 

irving Fisher was one of america’s greatest mathematical economists and one of 
the clearest economics writers of all time. he had the intellect to use mathematics 
in virtually all his theories and the good sense to introduce it only after he had 
clearly explained the central principles in words. and he explained very well. 
Fisher’s theory of interest is written so clearly that graduate economics students 
can read – and understand – half the book in one sitting, something unheard of 
in technical economics.4

his work in developing the field of economics was an important contributing factor to 
his becoming an academic celebrity, if not a celebrity economist. in the early 20th century, 
Fisher was among most cited economists in the world (dimand and geanokoplos 2005: 
3–4). Yet, it was his activities outside the realm of the economic discipline that helped him 
attain the title of celebrity economist. Fisher fell ill with tuberculosis early in his career. 
While he was cured of the disease, he maintained a lifelong interest in health issues and 
become a social activist, campaigning and writing for health issues as well as advocating 
vegetarianism and the prohibition of alcohol. he was also a successful inventor, and his 
inventions – together with his stock investments – made him a wealthy man. 

he also exercised his role as a celebrity economist by issuing public statements; how-
ever, one of his statements provided a fatal blow to his reputation when he stated that the 

4 »irving Fisher.« the Concise encyclopedia of economics. 2008. library of economics and liberty. 
22 january 2016. <http://www.econlib.org/library/enc/bios/Fisher.html>. 

http://www.econlib.org/library/YPDBooks/Fisher/fshToI.html
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stock market in the us had reached “a 
permanently high plateau” just prior to 
the Wall street Crash of 1929 (economist 
2009). his reputation and professional 
standing suffered because of his misguided 
statements, as did his personal finances. 
it was only in the 1950s, approximately 
15 years after his death that his work was 
rediscovered and he was recognized in as 
one of the earliest american neoclassical 
economists. in addition, his work has 
been recognized as newly relevant, both 
within the public media and economic 
(academic) circles, in light of the recent 
global economic crisis5 (dimand and 
geanokoplos 2005).

as a pioneer in a growing discipline 
who occupied a top-level position at an 
elite university, Fisher helped set the 
standards for economics as experts in 
numerous ways – from choosing key 
topics and methodologies to defining 
the roles that economists could play in 

public life. he played an important role as an economist who also employed his professional 
knowledge and prestige to accumulate personal wealth as well as disseminate economic 
and financial advice beyond the boundaries of economics as a community of knowledge. 
in addition, he was able to capitalize on his professional and public prestige to operate as 
a commentator on broader social issues that were important to him – such as the prohibi-
tion of alcohol and the dangers of smoking tobacco – by writing in popular magazines 
such as the Reader‘s Digest (Fisher 1924). his activities as a successful inventor added to his 
public image of celebrity expert. however, this sort of celebrity outside the academic sphere 
backfired on him during the course of his career, with catastrophic consequences for him 
both professionally and personally. it was only decades after his death that his professional 
reputation was restored. his experience operates as a cautionary tale concerning the differ-
ence between making a mistake in predicting economic trends in theory and in practice.

5 irving Fisher: out of keynes’s shadow. The Economist. 12 February 2009. http://www.economist.
com/node/13104022

Figure 2: photograph of irving Fisher. george 
grantham bain Collection, libaray of Congress.
reproduction number: lC-usz62-101512.
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the CelebritY eConomist as publiC intelleCtual: paul krugman

irving Fisher as a pioneer celebrity economist was able to take on numerous roles in the 
public sphere – from economic expert to inventor to social commentator. as a well-known 
figure who could speak out on numerous issues and disseminate his position in a range of 
public media, Fisher was also the precursor of the celebrity economist as public intellectual: 
that is, an economist who is able to take on an expert role far beyond the boundaries of 
economic community in order to advocate positions on a range of topics.

economist paul krugman can be considered one of the most well-known celebrity 
economists operating as a public intellectual today. however, he become a celebrity econo-
mist/public intellectual rather late in his professional life, after building up an extraordinary 
academic career. he received his b.a. degree in economics at Yale university and his phd 
from the massachusetts institute of technology (mit) in 1977. upon receiving his phd, 
he remained at mit as a faculty member and became a full professor in seven short years, 
by 1984. he remained at mit through the year 2000, with brief hiatuses to work briefly 
for us president ronald reagan’s Council of economic advisors and to teach at stanford 
university. until recently, he was professor of economics and international affairs at 
princeton university and Centenary professor at the london school of economics. in 
the second half of the year 2015, krugman became an economics professor at the City 
university of new York‘s graduate Center and a distinguished scholar at the graduate 
Center’s luxembourg income study Center.

in addition to having developed an enviable academic career, paul krugman is also a 
long-standing research associate at the national bureau of economic research (nber), 
the us’s leading nonprofit economic research organization. he is also a member of the 
group of thirty (g30), an international economic body of leading financiers and academics 
from around the world focused on improving the understanding of economic and financial 
issues and current trends.

save for a brief period during which he worked for the reagan administration in the 
early 1980s, krugman’s career comprised teaching and conducting research, the results 
of which were published in almost 20 books during the course of his career and over 200 
scholarly articles in professional journals and volumes. he is known for primarily his work 
on international economics, (including trade theory, economic geography and international 
finance), liquidity traps and currency traps. he has received numerous awards in recogni-
tion of his contributions to economic thought, particularly his work on international trade 
and economic geography. the most significant honors he received include the john bates 
Clark medal awarded to economists under the age of 40 in 1991 and the nobel prize in 
economics, which he received in 2015.6 

6 ”paul krugman: american economist” Encyclopedia Britannica. accessed 22 january 2016 http://
www.britannica.com/biography/paul-krugman

http://www.britannica.com/biography/Paul-Krugman
http://www.britannica.com/biography/Paul-Krugman
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Yet it was krugman’s clear and prolific writing style both inside and outside the eco-
nomic sphere that contributed to his becoming a public intellectual. economist j. peter 
neary notes that krugman “has written on a wide range of topics, always combining one 
of the best prose styles in the profession with an ability to construct elegant, insightful and 
useful models...no discussion of his work could fail to mention his transition from academic 
superstar to public intellectual. through his extensive writings on economics and current 
affairs for the general public ... he has probably done more than any other writer to explain 
economic principles to a wide audience” (neary 2009). 

krugman began writing for a broader audience in the 1990s with his first popular 
book titled The Age of Diminished Expectations and with regular columns in the magazines 
Slate and Fortune in the mid-1990s (krugman 1994). it was however his role as an op-ed 
columnist in the New York Times that played a crucial role in his becoming a public intel-
lectual. he has written over 750 articles on economic and political issues for the New York 
Times as well as other magazines such as The New Republic, Foreign Policy, Newsweek, and 
even Rolling Stone. his standing as one of the most influential economic thinkers, as per 
a poll organized by the economist in 20157 (economist 2015), is due in great part to his 
prolific writing for a more general audience and in numerous media. 

7 influential economists: shifting Clout. The Economist. 3 january 2015. http://www.economist.com/
node/21637412/print

Figure 3: photograph of paul krugman speaking at the Commonwealth Club of California, in san 
Francisco. may 22, 2012. photo by ed ritger. Creative Commons attribution-share alike 2.0 
international license.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Peter_Neary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Peter_Neary
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krugman’s role as an influential public intellectual is based to great extent on the 
quantity of his economic writing for a popular audience and the range of public media in 
which his writing appears; this is due in part to his professional prestige that helped him 
acquire the position of regular columnist in public media with global reach. it is also due 
to the fact that he writes as a political commentator as well as an economic one.

as a self-described liberal and primarily a keynesian economist, krugman‘s comments 
on a range of issues do not fall in line with the (neoliberal) norm, and he has employed his 
comments in the broader public sphere to draw attention to, praise or criticize policies in 
an effort to effect change. his comments extend beyond the scope of economics – includ-
ing themes from the 9/11 attacks to us race relations to issues of a global scale, which is 
not surprising given that one of his fields of expertise is international trade and finance. in 
addition, while his position on many issues seemed to fall consistently on one side of the 
political divide in the american public sphere – on the side of the democrats – his critical 
views often do not respect party lines but address issues independently of party affiliations. 
While he began writing to a general public from a strictly economic standpoint, his pieces 
have taken ever stronger political overtones over the years in response to current events 
both economic and political, primarily those unfolding in the united states.

krugman’s transition to economic and political commentator is also due to to his belief 
that the political often determines the economic, rather than the other way around. For 
example, krugman in his work The Age of Diminished Expectations argues that the growing 
increase in inequality is due primarily to political factors – including political decisions on 
taxation and unions (krugman 1994). however, many of the issues that he engages are both 
politically and economically controversial – at least, not in line with the neoliberal norm 
– which has led to what many commentators describe as the radicalization of krugman’s 
writing for a general public. according to journalist michael tomasky, krugman has been 
moving „from being a center-left scholar to being a liberal polemicist” from 1992 onwards 
(tomasky 2007). larissa macFarquihar argues that krugman’s radicalization as a public 
commentator began around the year 2000:

it was the 2000 election campaign that finally radicalized him. he’d begun 
writing his column the year before, and although his mandate at the outset was 
economic and business matters, he began paying more attention to the world in 
general. during the campaign, he perceived the bush people telling outright lies, 
and this shocked him. reagan’s people had at least tried to justify their policies 
with economic models and rationalizations. krugman hadn’t believed the models 
would work, but at least they were there. after the election, he began to attack 
bush’s policies in his column, and, as his outrage escalated, his attacks grew 
more venomous. krugman felt that liberals were unwilling to confront or even 
to acknowledge the anger on the right with some of their own, so he was going 
to have to do it. krugman attacked bush for trying to bankrupt social security, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Tomasky
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for promoting an economically and environmentally disastrous energy policy, for 
increasing inequality by cutting taxes for the rich and corporations, for using the 
war on terrorism to conceal his fiscal misdeeds, and for insider trading before he 
became president. he wrote a brave column on september 16, 2001, arguing that 
the catastrophe of september 11th was partly self-inflicted, because the govern-
ment had abandoned airport security –which should be a public service–to be 
paid for by the airlines, who naturally did it on the cheap (macFarquihar 2010).

krugman has only developed this critical stance further over time and has addressed 
issues and questions from the perspective of a liberal economist regardless of party lines, 
rendering him a controversial yet extremely popular commentator. it is thus krugman’s 
relatively strong presence in influential public media and his broad role as an independ-
ent public figure – one that extends beyond that of “scholar” – that categorizes him as a 
celebrity economist or public intellectual. 

the CelebritY eConomist as globe-trotting  
developmental Consultant: jeFFreY saChs

economists who are public intellectuals are often offered formal or informal roles as advi-
sors or consultants contributing to the development of economic policies. in this manner, 
they can get their hands “dirty” in the “real” world as opposed to publicly offering their 
opinion in diverse media from the comfort of their armchairs. Celebrity in one sphere may 
often lead to celebrity in another, and thus economists of a certain level of renown assume 
multiple posts. the majority of such actors, however, work primarily out of one context. 
Yet, there is a group of economists who are inherently mobile and whose global reach is a 
result of their working on the ground in numerous countries as expert consultants, be it 
to governments or to institutions. jeffrey sachs is the quintessential celebrity economist 
in this category.

even among the world’s elite economists, jeffrey sachs meteoric rise to fame is extraor-
dinary. sachs exhibited his gift for mathematics at a relatively young age, taking college-level 
math courses before even starting secondary school. sachs enrolled in harvard university 
to study economics both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. When he completed 
his ph.d., he was immediately offered a faculty position. two years later, he became a full 
professor of economics with tenure at the young age of 28 (munk 2007). only French 
celebrity economist thomas piketty, who received his award-winning phd at the age of 
22 and became professor at ehess (École des hautes etudes en sciences sociales) at age 
29, has had a similarly meteoric academic trajectory (White 2016).

sachs started out as professor of international trade at harvard, but soon became 
director of the harvard institute for international development, and, a few years later, 
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director of harvard’s Center for international development. he is presently director of 
the earth institute at Columbia university as well as the Quetelet professor of sustainable 
development and health policy and management.8

his transition to a faculty position in the field of international development is a logical 
result of his extensive work as an economic advisor to governments of developing countries 
in latin america, transition countries in eastern europe and the former soviet union, 
developing countries in asia, and, finally, developing countries in africa. his introduction 
to this kind of work has virtually assumed the level of myth and is linked to sachs having 
established himself as an authority on inflation and international finance. in 1985, bolivia 
had developed a case of hyperinflation of 25,000% annually. during a seminar at harvard 
on the bolivian crisis organized by some latin-american students, sachs interrupted the 
speaker, strode to the blackboard, and announced, “here’s how it works.” a voice at the 
back of the room then said, “Well, if you’re so smart, why don’t you come down to la paz 
to help us?” sachs laughed, but seven weeks later, sachs arrived in la paz to help imple-
ment an austerity plan that included huge cuts in government spending, massive layoffs of 
state employees, a complete overhaul of the tax system, and, above all, an abrupt shift to a 
market economy, a set of measures often referred to as shock therapy. While these measures 
had numerous effects, both positive and negative, they did manage to reduce the country’s 
inflation down to annual rate of 15% (Cassidy 2005). 

sachs’s role in bolivia rendered him an international celebrity overnight, and upon 
the heels of the reduction of hyperinflation, jeffrey sachs was asked to offer advice to 
numerous countries around the world. a journalist in the new York times describes the 
sort of lifestyle that exemplifies the global reach of his role as a celebrity economist and 
development consultant:

With outspoken views and a penchant for third world countries, the 34-year old 
harvard economist finds adventures wherever he goes. last week, his presence 
was felt here throughout the annual monetary Fund meetings. on Wednesday, 
he was at the polish embassy, where officials of the solidarity-backed government 
unveiled an economic plan to “shock” poland into free-market reforms – a plan 
that mr. sachs helped devise. the same day, he appeared on a panel and jousted 
with world bankers over the mexican debt plan. the day before, he met with the 
president of venezeula in new York (Wayne 1989).

however, this newfound popularity did not necessarily imply celebrity in the positive 
sense of the word. the self-confidence that he displayed at the harvard seminar long ago 
extended also to his reform plans, despite the fact that they are highly controversial. his 

8 jeffrey sachs: american economist. Encyclopedia britannica. accessed 17 February 2016. http://www.
britannica.com/biography/jeffrey-d-sachs

http://www.britannica.com/biography/Jeffrey-D-Sachs
http://www.britannica.com/biography/Jeffrey-D-Sachs
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plans, though simple, were often drastic in that they were based on massive change. the 
dramatic nature of his economic prescriptions are also projected on him personally in the 
public media, and he was often described as young, brash and flamboyant – all charac-
teristics that earned him the moniker of “the indiana jones of economics” (risen 1990). 
however, the controversy that surrounded him was also due to the fact that he advocated 
that poor countries’ foreign debt be pardoned, a position that did not ingratiate him to the 
Western banking establishment (Wayne 1989).

as mentioned above, sachs was asked to consult in numerous post-socialist transition 
countries in the early 1990s, including poland, russia, and, albeit briefly, slovenia. sachs’s 
work with fellow harvard economist david lipton in poland resulted in the sachs-lipton 
plan that was set in motion in early 1990. this plan accorded sachs a central role in the 
massive controversy that played out in numerous post-socialist governments, policy com-
mittees, and academic circles about the best way to engineer the transition from social-
ism to capitalism. one example of this was sachs’ role in shaping the stormy controversy 
surrounding privatization in slovenia, which was structured by the proposal of two very 
different privatization models. one was proposed by slovene economist jože mencinger, 
who as vice-president of the slovenian government advocated a privatization model based 
primarily on manager buyouts. jeffrey sachs and david lipton helped prepare an alterna-
tive model that was based on the distribution of privatization certificates to all slovene 
citizens. there was of course a level of the controversy that was based on content, i.e., 
what sort of model would be most appropriate to effectively implement the privatization 
process. however, a very large portion of the controversy was focused on the persons who 
were most strongly identified with each of the models: jože mencinger with the “red-
directors”, and jeffrey sachs with the “Chicago boys” model of neoliberalism (mencinger 
2008; kovač 2010). sachs’s role as a globetrotting consultant was thus a controversial one 
not only in the sphere of practice but that of sphere of opinion, according him an almost 
unprecedented level of celebrity at a time of great change. Furthermore, as is apparent from 
the dates of the articles cited above, sachs is still invoked as a crucial figure that personified 
the controversies concerning privatization decades after his role in slovenia‘s privatization 
debates came to a close.

From the mid-1990s onwards, sachs shifted his focus from post-socialist governments 
to extreme poverty and sustainable development in africa. he has worked in more than 
two dozen african countries promoting smallholder agriculture, calling for strengthening 
primary health systems to aid in breaking the so-called poverty traps. he argues with the 
right policies and interventions, extreme poverty – defined as living on less than a dollar 
a day – can be eradicated. a key element of his strategy involves raising development aid 
to nearly 200 billion by 2015, a strategy that he has outlined in his book titled The End 
of Poverty (sachs 2005). his work in africa is not limited to prescribing change but also 
extends to implementing it. he is director of the united national millenium villages 
project, which is being carried out in ten african countries and covers more than 500,000 
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people. this project is aimed at implementing an integrated rural development plan that 
involves working on various fronts – from the increase of agricultural production to the 
decrease in child mortality rates.

sachs‘s role in africa is not that of the international expert working at a national 
scale, as was the case in latin american and in post-socialist countries. in this most recent 
case, sachs moved beyond his traditional sphere of celebrity/advisor practices – which 
often involved operations as the national level garnered worldwide attention and renown. 
instead, he extended his operations in diverse directions in order to raise awareness about 
the causes he advocates, including working at the local level to help implement a un project 
being carried out at the level of individual villages. in addition, sachs has extended his 
efforts to cultivating and invoking his celebrity to network, lobby, and raise support for 
his programs in numerous ways. on the one hand, he works with high-profile programs 
sponsored by the un and the World health organization, which have strong reputations 
for their development work in africa. on the other hand, he meets frequently with foreign 
dignitaries, heads of state and international figures to lobby for funds and other forms of 
aid. sachs himself describes his job is to be “a pest” and mark malloch brown, formerly 
deputy-secretary general of the un, described sachs, as a “magnificent battering ram“ 
(munk 2013). in addition, sachs has allied himself with another breed of celebrity, celebrity 
advocates: media stars who employ their celebrity to further a particular cause, normally a 
philanthropical one (brockington 2014). in fact, sachs has been so successful in his efforts 
to link himself to celebrity-advocates that he is no longer dubbed „dr. shock“ but „bono‘s 
guru“ instead, in light of his public collaboration with u2‘s famous lead singer, who also 
wrote the introduction to sachs‘ bestselling book The End of Poverty. 

sachs’ celebrity in the first half of his career is based on his having effectively built upon 
his academic recognition to become an international policy star due to his being person-
ally identified with a controversial but extremely influential austerity program known the 
world over. in africa, he continues working as a consultant but also expanded his sphere 
of operation. his notoriety and global reach accord him access to elite economic actors and 
institutions that he endeavors to mobilize for his cause. in addition, his status as a global 
economic celebrity allows him access to other, more popular sectors of the public sphere. 
however, sachs‘ global celebrity is also covered in more popular media where economists 
rarely appear - such as the glossy magazine vanity Fair that normally covers the worlds of 
fashion, food, film, theatre, literature, beauty and travel but also publishes pieces with more 
“serious” content such as a long interview on sachs centered on the range of his activities 
focused on combating extreme poverty. he still remains a very controversial figure, whose 
policies in africa garner a great deal of criticism from development experts (easterly 2006; 
munk 2009), a fact that also contributes to his particular brand of renown. 
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CelebritY eConomist as reForm or Crisis eConomist  
Yanis varouFakis

one of the questions that comes to the fore when analyzing the social and economic role 
of celebrity figures such as jeffrey sachs is that of controversy. how does controversy help 
or hinder an economist’s level of celebrity and can he or she cultivate controversy – and 
the attention that controversy entails – for particular ends? Furthermore, what sorts of 
controversy influence an economist’s renown? Controversy can result from significant 
policy debates – such as the debates concerning effective development policies in the third 
World or those concerning the differences between shock therapy and gradualist transition 
reforms in which jeffrey sachs was embroiled. in his case, the fact that he was and still is 
involved in implementing reforms that are inherently contested only increases his renown, 
whether it be the positive or negative sense. Controversy can also arise when a social actor is 
operating in a historical moment during which actions can take on additional significance. 

Figure 4: undp (united nations development programme)administrator helen Clark and 
jeffrey sachs in his role as special advisor to united nations secretary-general ban ki-moon, at 
undp headquarters in new York. by maureen lynch - originally posted to Flickr as undp-
-usa-126-hr-09, CC bY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9508084
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this often comes to pass during periods of economic crisis, at which time the choice of 
action taken to address such a situation is often highly contested. Finally, controversy may 
also be built into certain roles that economists can assume during certain periods of time.

the final breed of celebrity economists that i address comprises a rather heterogenous 
category whose public roles often entail being embroiled in controversy: reform or crisis 
economists. their celebrity is due in great part to the nature of their activities during 
periods of great upheaval or the positions that they have at the time of great change. Yanis 
varoufakis, an economist whose dramatic and controversial role as greece’s finance min-
ister for a few short months rendered him one of the key figures of 2015 (addley 2015), is 
a quintessential crisis celebrity economist.

Yanis varoufakis was born in athens, greece in 1961 but began his career path as 
an economist in great britain. greece’s military junta was still in power when varoufakis 
completed his secondary schooling, so his parents deemed it safer that he continue his 
studies in great britain. his university studies took him full circle as regards economics, 
and this path also defined the sort of economist that he became, critical of the mainstream 
positions and practices of the discipline.

my initial urge was to study physics but i soon came to the conclusion that the 
lingua franca of political discourse was economics. thus, i enrolled at the university 
of essex. /.../ however, within weeks of lectures i was aghast at the content of my 
textbooks and the inane musings of my lecturers. Quite clearly economics was 
only interested in putting together simplistic mathematical modules. Worse still, 
the mathematics utilised was third rate and consequently, the economic thinking 
that emanated from it was atrocious. in short shrift i changed my enrollment 
from the economics to the mathematics school, thinking that if i am going to be 
reading mathematics i might as well read proper mathematics. after graduating 
from essex, i moved to the university of birmingham where i read toward an 
msc in mathematical statistics. /.../ While looking for a thesis topic, i stumbled 
upon a piece of econometrics /.../ that angered me so much with its methodologi-
cal sloppiness /.../ that i set out to demolish it! that was the trap and i fell right 
into it. From that moment onwards, a series of anti-economic treatises followed, 
a phd in ... economics and a career exclusively in economic departments…9

in his autobiographical blog, varoufakis describes his role as that of a debunker, or 
even as an atheist among theologians. varoufakis began his academic career as an econom-
ics professor in the uk – teaching at the university of essex, the university of east anglia 

9 varoufakis, Yanis. beginnings: From the dictatorship of the Colonels to the tyranny of eco-
nomics. Yanis Varoufakis: Thoughts for the post-2008 world. http://yanisvaroufakis.eu/about/
beginnings-from-the-dictatorship-of-the-colonels-to-the-tyranny-of-economics/
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and the university of Cambridge – and then continued his career in australia, where he 
was known for being a popular lecturer, particular in his specialty of game theory at the 
university of sydney. after spending 12 years in australia, he moved to greece in 2000 to 
teach economic theory at athens university, where he established the university of athens 
doctoral program in economics, which he directed until 2008 (barber and hope 2015). 
his career then developed in a new direction when he moved to the united states in 2012 
to become economist-in-residence at valve Corporation, a video game developer and 
digital distribution company, where he was able to apply his expertise in gaming theory in 
a new sphere. he remained in the united states as a visiting professor at the university of 
texas at austin through 2014.

varoufakis‘ role as an economist outside the academic sphere in greece began in 2004, 
when he served as an economic advisor to pm george papandreou, who was then leader 
of the parliamentary opposition (mackenzie 2015). at that time, varoufakis also began to 
play a more public role, writing pieces about current economic affairs both at the national 
and global levels, including the economic crisis, which was the main theme of his popular 
blog titled ‘Yanis varoufakis: thoughts for the post-2008 world.’10 varoufakis emerged as 
a significant commentator on the economic crisis, collaborating with colleagues both in 
greece (varoufakis, halevi and theocarakis 2011; varoufakis 2011) and beyond its borders, 
including, stuart holland and james k. galbraith, with whom he published an economic 
strategy for overcoming the euro crisis (varoufakis et al 2010).

his extensive comments in diverse media were the platform for disseminating his 
distinctive position on the greek crisis, which did not overlap with the official position of 
the greek government of the time, that of greek‘s creditors or the eu institutions, whose 
position was to provide additional loans to greece on the condition of austerity measures. 
varoufakis instead argued that the greek economy had imploded in 2010 when the greek 
government could no longer service its debt and that greece had become insolvent in 
2010. in his mind, the official strategy of loans for austerity would simply lead to deeper 
bankruptcy, depression and further default. in this manner, varoufakis became a strong 
voice of opposition to mainstream bailout strategies.11

varoufakis‘ career took a significant turn when he decided to run for office during 
the 2014 national elections, in which he won the largest number of votes of any greek mp, 
a result that was in itself an indicator of his visibility and popularity. he was appointed 
finance minister in the new left-wing government of prime minister alexis tsipras, head 
of the syriza party, which had been voted into power on an explicit anti-austerity measure 
platform. (Christides 2015). the new government assumed office in late january of 2015 
and had to negotiate an extension on its loan agreements, which were going to expire in 
less than a month. varoufakis was thus thrust into the global spotlight as one of the key 

10 varoufakis, Yanis. Yanis Varoufakis: thoughts for the post-2008 world. http://yanisvaroufakis.eu
11 For links to all his posts related to the greek crisis, see http://yanisvaroufakis.eu/greek-implosion/.

http://yanisvaroufakis.eu
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actors that would determine the progress of greece‘s negotiations with its lenders and those 
who defined the terms of any aid: the european Central bank, the international monetary 
Fund and the european Commission, otherwise known as the troika.

varoufakis’ celebrity during this period was only enhanced by his well-known views 
on greece‘s financial crisis and on what he considered to be the appropriate ways to address 
greece‘s financial situation. these overlapped with the ruling syriza party but clashed 
strongly with that of greece’s lenders and the troika. varoufakis was thus at the center of 
the controversies surrounding greece’s bailout not only at the level of political and academic 
debate but also at the level of highly contested policy. the image of the academic debunker 
that varoufakis cultivated extended to the sphere of political practice, as is apparent from 
the ways in which varoufakis is depicted in the media. during his time as finance minister, 
varoufakis was described as a maverick, as controversial, confrontational, and charismatic 
(Christides 2015; smith 2015). his often brash comments that likened austerity measures 
to “fiscal waterboarding” and “terrorism” gained him instant celebrity, almost rockstar 
status among certain publics but alienated others (addley 2015). many media depictions 
of him projected his personality features and his controversy onto physical depictions of 
him that focused on his physical appearance, his clothing style and his choice of personal 
transportation. they paint an altogether unconventional image of a finance minister: a 
leather-jacket-wearing, anti-austerity motorbiker (addley 2015), a nightclub bouncer or 
boxer (barber and hope 2015), or a shaven headed, fitness addict and sex symbol whose 
female fans are called “varoufitses” (Christides 2015). minister varoufakis would often 
meet his counterparts (dressed in suits and ties) in europe’s capitals and in the halls of 
the eu institutions wearing an untucked, open-necked shirt under a leather jacket, and 
these differences in personal appearance were often depicted in the media as reflecting the 
contested nature of the meetings themselves as well as the agenda at stake. 

varoufakis’ tenure as finance minister ended soon after the bailout referendum held 
in greece on 5 july 2015 over disagreements concerning the terms of the agreement with 
greece’s creditors with prime minister tsipras, who decided to agree to the conditions of 
the troika that were the basis for the third bailout agreement passed on greece’s parlia-
ment on 14 july 2015. varoufakis did run as a candidate in the snap elections held later 
that same year, but instead decided to focus on creating a europe-wide, left-wing political 
network titled democracy in europe movement – or diem– that was launched on 9 
February 2015,12 with which he shifted his political actions from the national to transna-
tional (european) level. 

12 For more on diem, see http://www.diem25.org and https://tendancecoatesy.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/
yanis-varoufakis-diem25-launched-in-berlin-europe-will-be-democratised-or-it-will-disintegrate/.

http://www.diem25.org
https://tendancecoatesy.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/yanis-varoufakis-diem25-launched-in-berlin-europe-will-be-democratised-or-it-will-disintegrate/
https://tendancecoatesy.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/yanis-varoufakis-diem25-launched-in-berlin-europe-will-be-democratised-or-it-will-disintegrate/
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ConCluding disCussion on the ConstruCtion  
oF eConomiC CelebritY

journalists at The Economist compiled a ranking system to determine who are the world’s 
most influential economists. they argued that economists are increasingly becoming part 
of important public debates, and that their visibility in the public sphere is not necessarily 
captured by the ranking criteria that economists employ among themselves, which include 
primarily the number and quality of publications and citations. do economists who carry 
weight within their community of expertise also have the same sort of stature outside the 
boundaries of the community? does this sort of status translate across social borders? or is 
influence understood in terms of public presence defined differently across contexts? the 
alternative ranking system developed for The Economist demonstrated that, unsurprisingly, 
while a small number of well-known economists had both high numbers of academic cita-
tions and high levels of exposure in the public media, academic citations as an indicator 
of rank within a community of expertise do not necessarily imply a strong media presence 
outside it (the economist 2015). 

Writers of the article explained that the algorithm developed for the article was to 
calculate the amount of attention paid to economists‘ comments in diverse mainstream 
media during a 90-day period; however, it became apparent that the algorithm could not 
distinguish between different kinds of attention paid to comments. evidence of this was 
the fact that economist johnathan gruber – who was at the center of an intense media 
controversy in the us in late 2014 about his comments on the us health-care law – was 
ranked most influential, far ahead of the rest of his colleagues. they were otherwise much 
more well-known public figures but were not at the forefront of the media during the 
chosen time period, during which the us health-care law figured as one of the major issues.

the fact that johnathan gruber – albeit an expert in his own right, but decidedly dif-
ferent from the elite economists who were listed at the top of the list – was ranked first was 
meant to exemplify the disparity between academic/economic prestige and media influence. 
and to a great degree this is so: only one or two economists who can be found among the 
top academic economists ranked comparatively high on the list of influential economists, 
with celebrity economist paul krugman being one of them. however, i would argue that 
the supposed anomaly of johnathan gruber is due more to the disparities between media 
presence and media influence and the way that this distinction also informs understandings 
of celebrity. While the list is presented as calibrating and ranking the influence of economists 
in the media, it in fact measures their media presence, and only in a limited manner. the 
world beyond the boundaries of communities of expertise that is often referred to as the 
public sphere is diverse and is multi-dimensional, rendering it difficult to quantify with a 
single ranking system or with a single algorithm, no matter how complex. 

setting aside the issue of conflating media presence and media influence, any single 
indicator for measuring media presence can offer only limited information about economists’ 
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celebrity understood simply as media presence or visibility within such an inherently 
heterogenous public sphere – including the number of twitter followers, which was used 
the article mentioned earlier written by The Economist concerning argentine celebrity 
economists. among the celebrity economists discussed in this article, paul krugman 
ranks highest, with little over 1,500,000 twitter followers, followed by Yanis varoufakis, 
who has almost 700,000 followers. jeffrey sachs ranks last with almost 210,000 follow-
ers. the strong variation in number of followers may not reflect correspondingly diverse 
levels of popularity or influence but instead the extent to which any one indicator is useful 
for comparing different profiles of celebrity economists. among which publics do these 
economists operate as celebrities?

looking over these figures, it is not surprising that paul krugman has amassed such 
high number of followers given that his main activity as a celebrity economist/public intel-
lectual is writing pieces as a syndicated columnist for a public medium with global reach 
and with an established foothold in the internet. Yanis varoufakis’ works do not appear so 
systematically in these forms of public media; the medium in which he disseminated his 
thoughts is the internet, more specifically, his website, through which he has cultivated 
a very strong presence. jeffrey sachs‘s relatively low number twitter followers may seem 
surprising at first, particularly given he is a prolific writer and such a household name. 
however, i would argue that his celebrity is configured differently and his distinctive fea-
ture as a celebrity economist lies in the amount of his social capital he exercises through 
his links to varied powerful political and social networks when he seeks to attract attention 
for the causes he advocates.

i argue that the profiles that have been mapped out here can provide useful points of 
comparison and contrast that can aid one in better understanding the existing range of 
celebrity economists, their practices and their significance within the broader social sphere. 
the celebrity economists discussed above operate primarily as individual social actors 
as opposed to representatives or leaders of institutions. all four of them were educated 
in Western universities and have developed strong areas of expertise within economics; 
three of them have studied and/or working at elite us universities – harvard, Yale, mit, 
princeton, Columbia – which also distinguishes them as elite actors within the economics 
as a global community of knowledge. they all – at one point or another – worked in uni-
versity economics departments and thus in the production and reproduction of economic 
knowledge. however, none of them are advocates of the leading economic paradigm, i.e., the 
Washington Consensus (Williamson 1990) that advocates neoliberal, free-market policies.13

13 this is the case even for jeffrey sachs, who, while he advocated austerity measures and certain free-
-market reforms in transition countries, called for the pardoning of countries' foreign debt and thus 
worked primarily outside of the development establishment. this does not necessarily overlap with 
the prevalent image of sachs among critics of neoliberalism, who characterize him as one of the most 
visible proponents of the Washington Consensus (see klein 2007). 
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another very important feature that links these economists is the prevalence of upheaval 
as the backdrop against which they operate – both as economists and as celebrities in the 
public sphere. Yanis varoufakis made a comment similar to that of economics professor 
victoria garrizo that was cited at the beginning of the article, who argued that argentine 
economists‘ popularity was inversely related to the state of argentina‘s economy. When 
asked about the reasons why economists have become such large media figures, varoufakis 
succinctly replied: „When there is an earthquake seismologists become important. now we 
have an economic crisis, economists are important“ (the guardian 2015). While i questioned 
the truth-value of this sort of statement earlier, arguing that it presented economists‘ own 
view of themselves and the belief in their own expertise, there is also some truth to this 
statement. the economic crisis whose repercussions are felt across the globe surely informs 
the rise of economists‘ presence in the public sphere and their celebrity, but not necessarily 
of their influence understood in traditional terms. their celebrity understood as presence 
in the public sphere does not necessarily translate into importance understood as influence 
or power to shape economic policy, which is what economists themselves presume when 
conflating the concepts of media presence and media influence/importance. instead, it 
is necessary to examine the range of formulations of economists‘ celebrity in the field of 
practice to later begin mapping out the social role of celebrity economists both as celebri-
ties and as economists.

the celebrity economists discussed above have worked in diverse contexts that can 
be described as crisis situations that operate as frames of contested discussion in which 
economists are depicted as providing insights and even solutions to complex problems. as 
is apparent from the different profiles discussed above, these depictions can take different 
forms. the heightened tensions that accompany the contested terrain of public debate on 
economic policies in a crisis situation imply that their public personas are more polarized 
in nature due to the controversy that often accompanies them. the contested nature of 
their celebrity is to some extent a result of their own actions and practices in cultivating 
their public persona. however, the media also plays an important role by highlighting 
certain features of a celebrity, and this selection is often linked to the particular context 
in which a celebrity economist operates, the terms of discussion, and the remaining actors 
that comprise the landscape of contestation.

in such contexts, celebrity economists operate as ambiguous and controversial social 
actors, whose range of activities and public images are depicted in very different ways. at 
the most basic level, this is due to the fact that the roots of celebrity economists‘ social 
prestige are inherently diverse. on the one hand, they all are recognized as experts in 
their fields of expertise within economics, whether this be trade theory, hyperinflation, or 
game theory. these forms of expertise also operate as platforms for their operation outside 
their field of knowledge (and thus outside the world of the production and reproduction 
of economic knowledge) and the boundaries that delimit economics as a community of 
expertise. however, their public persona beyond the sphere of their community of knowledge 
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are often defined by the role that they play in the controversies in which they take part, 
and their celebrity results in their being ascribed new forms of identity beyond that of 
expert – forms of identity that are to a great extent shaped by the interactions in which 
they engage as economists in the broader public sphere. in this manner, paul krugman 
is known as a polemicist, both loved and hated due to his widely read, often provocative 
columns; jeffrey sachs is known as a doctor due to his radical plans of reform and a guru 
to celebrity advocates; and Yanis varoufakis is known as the debunker of austerity plans. 

another important reason for these actors’ controversial and ambiguous nature is that 
their role outside their community of knowledge is not limited to celebrity understood in 
the narrow sense of the word. returning to boorstin‘s definition of celebrity as a person 
known for being famous (boorstin 1992), these social actors are not only well known for 
being famous but for the social significance that is accorded to their actions outside their 
community of knowledge: be it operating as a public intellectual, an international consult-
ant or a finance minister. their practices within a heightened, contested context of crisis 
and debate and their operations from diverse social and economic positions accord them 
celebrity as well as varying levels of social, political and economic power, all of which are 
conflated when they are considered solely as celebrities. it is necessary to thus approach 
celebrity economists in a more integral manner, which implies identifying and distin-
guishing the different kinds of social capital, prestige and influence with which celebrity 
economists operate as social actors in order to identify and analyze the inherently nuanced 
role that they play in the public sphere in terms of discourse and action. distinguishing 
the varied yet interconnected roles that they play will entail mapping out additional net-
works in which they operate and identifying relevant social actors who are also – albeit 
indirectly – involved in the production of economists’ celebrity or have a vested interest 
in it. such an approach raises a very pertinent question in times of economic crisis, when 
complex issues and problems in the media run the risk of being reduced to an interplay 
between diverse economic personalities. in addition, it will enable further research into 
the formation of celebrity economists and their activities as public social actors as well as 
the broader significance of their operations in the global public sphere.
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eksperti, polemiki, zdravniki in razkrinkovalCi  
tipologija slavnih ekonomistov

Analiza se osredinja na slavne ali zvezdniške ekonomiste kot posebno skupino slavnih oseb oz. 
zvezd, ki jih je mogoče najti v številnih družbah in kulturah v sodobnem svetu. Ekonomistom, 
tj. nosilcem in praktikantom privilegirane znanstvene vede, se na splošno pripisuje razmeroma 
visok družbeni in strokovni ugled oz. prestiž. Kazalniki vrednosti, ki so pripisani oz. povezani 
z ekonomijo, so številni in raznovrstni:  v vsakdanjem jeziku se utrjuje vedno več izrazov iz 
ekonomskega strokovnega žargona; prevladuje prepričanje, da je gospodarstvo gonilna sila 
družbenih sprememb; naposled je pomen ekonomije razviden tudi iz daljnosežnih posledic 
problemov v gospodarstvu.

Ekonomija ni zgolj teoretična disciplina, ki se razvija le v slonokoščenih stolpih univerz 
in akademij; njeni strokovnjaki oz. praktiki imajo pomembne vloge v državnih organih in 
ustanovah, dejavni so v dnevnem delovanju trgov na vseh ravneh. Zaradi tega ni presenetljivo, 
da so nekateri ekonomisti pri svojem delu ne le prekoračili meje svoje strokovne skupnosti, 
ampak so postali poznani v širšem javnem življenju. Med njimi so tudi takšni, ki so postali 
tako poznani zunaj svoje stroke, da jih lahko opredelimo kot slavne ali zvezdniške ekonomiste, 
katerih imena pozna vsakdo. 

Vendar pa vseh ekonomistov ni mogoče portretirati z istim čopičem. Na svetu so številni 
slavni in celo zvezdniški ekonomisti, vendar njihov ugled lahko temelji na različnih dejstvih: 
na izjemni znanstveni karieri, raziskovalnem prispevku, lahko se odlikujejo kot pomembni 
intelektualci, kot politiki ali kot izredni strokovnjaki in praktiki pri konkretnem delu. Da bi 
sistematičneje preučila razpon njihovih praks in javnih podob, v etnografski analizi avtorica 
predstavlja svojo raziskavo o slavnih ekonomistih kot družbeni kategoriji v različnih sodobnih 
družbah.
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